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BEST PRACTICES FOR HIRING, FIRING,
AND MANAGING EMPLOYEES

SMART HIRING
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EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS


Federal and state law requires that employers request only
job-related information prior to an offer of employment being
made



Requesting information unrelated to a particular job often
raises an inference of unlawful discrimination



Avoid questions:
 That may reveal that an applicant is a member of a
protected class
 That may reveal an applicant’s financial status or social
affiliations
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EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS
PROPER OR IMPROPER?

Date of Application:
Full Name:
Have you been known by any other names? If so, list all names.

Social Security Number:
Position Applied for:

Desired Salary:
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EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS
PROPER OR IMPROPER?
EDUCATION
High School

College/University

Graduate/Professional

9 10 11 12

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

School Name/Address
Years Completed (Circle years
completed)
Years Attended
Diploma/Degree Type/Name
Course of Study
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EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS
PROPER OR IMPROPER?

Have you ever been terminated from a previous job? ?

 YES

 NO

If yes, please explain:
Are you currently in a lay-off status or subject to recall?

 YES

 NO

Have you previously signed a Nondisclosure or Non-Compete Agreement with your current
employer?
 YES
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Pre-Employment Medical Inquiries


Drug and Alcohol Testing – Should only be done after job offer



Prohibited pre-offer Medical Examinations and Inquiries:
 Medical exams of applicants
 Are you disabled?
 What kind of disability do you have?
 How severe is your disability?



Permitted to ask of every applicant in that function:
 Can you perform [job-related function]? Please
describe/demonstrate how.
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Pre-Employment Medical Inquiries


Other unlawful interview questions:
 Do you need a reasonable accommodation to perform the job?
 How many days were you sick last year?
 How many days did you miss work at your prior employment due
to illness?
 Have you ever filed a workers’ compensation claim?
 What prescription drugs are you taking?

 What current or past medical problems might limit your ability to
perform the job?
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SOCIAL MEDIA & OTHER INTERNET CHECKS ADVANTAGES


The largest compilation of information in the history of the world is at
your fingertips – for free:

 Verify statements made in resume and/or interview
 Learn more about employers/experiences/publications cited in
resume and/or interview
 Learn about an applicant’s background generally instead of being
tied to just a resume , interviews and references


Discover personal details that call an applicant’s judgment into
question, e.g.:
 Use of discriminatory language in social media
 Negative commentary on former employers and other organizations
in social media
 Posts that demonstrate a serious lapse in judgment … or many
serious lapses in judgment
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Consider “scrubbing” the information
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SOCIAL MEDIA & OTHER INTERNET CHECKS DISADVANTAGES


Learning about a protected characteristic

 E.g., simple Google search may reveal an applicant's
disability, religion or sexual orientation


Learning a personal detail that causes discomfort or is
otherwise stigmatized
 E.g., individual (lawfully) owns/uses firearms – perhaps
several; individual is a smoker; individual clearly enjoys
drinking (on their own time only)
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BACKGROUND/CREDIT CHECKS


EEOC theory: Denying employment on the basis of criminal records
and poor credit histories adversely affects African-Americans and
Hispanics



Key component of the EEOC guidance:
 No blanket “no criminal conviction” policies
 If policy is to consider criminal convictions, it must be “job related
and consistent with business necessity”
 Employer must conduct a “targeted screen” considering at least
the nature of the crime, the time elapsed, and the nature of the
job

 Need to conduct an individualized assessment
 “Arrest” does not equal “conviction”
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BEST PRACTICES FOR HIRING, FIRING,
AND MANAGING EMPLOYEES

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT –
UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES
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EMPLOYMENT-AT-WILL


Basic Rule:

 Everyone is employed “at-will,” unless the employer has
caused the relationship to become otherwise


Employment-At-Will Means:
 No specific duration – indefinite – no fixed or specific
period
 Employer or employee may end the employment
relationship at any time and for any or no reason
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EXCEPTIONS TO EMPLOYMENT-AT-WILL


Written or oral “contract”

 Collective Bargaining Agreement
 Offer Letter
 Employee Handbook

 Verbal Promises
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EMPLOYMENT-AT-WILL
Employment-At-Will is Riddled With Exceptions


Statutory
 You cannot terminate
an at-will employee in
violation of statute,
e.g., Title VII, ADA,
ADEA, FMLA,
Whistleblower, etc.
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Tort Claims
 Remember: Even at-will
employees can bring tort
claims growing out of their
employment and/or
termination
 E.g.,

defamation,
invasion of privacy,
assault and battery,
false imprisonment,
fraudulent inducement
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EMPLOYMENT-AT-WILL
Employment-At-Will is Riddled With Exceptions


Public Policy
(Wrongful Discharge)
 You cannot terminate an
at-will employee in
violation of public policy



Public policy means:
 Fulfilling a public
obligation (i.e. jury duty)
 Refusal to commit a
crime (i.e. fraud)
 Exercising a statutory
right (i.e. filing a workers’
compensation claim)

 Whistleblowing
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY


Applicants and employees with equal qualifications and skills
must be treated equally



Employers must provide valid business reasons for adverse
actions



Standards that appear neutral and apply to all may be
discriminatory if they impact more heavily on protected
classes
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BEST PRACTICES FOR HIRING, FIRING, AND
MANAGING EMPLOYEES

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT DOCUMENTATION
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THE PURPOSE OF EVALUATING AND DISCIPLINING


Observe and correct employee’s unsatisfactory work
performance and/or violation of company policies
 The goal is corrective action



Place employee on notice of the company’s expectations



Provide opportunity to communicate about performance
issues



Provide positive reinforcement while identifying deficiencies
and providing plan for improvement
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WHY DOCUMENT?


To have consistent, complete record of each aspect of
employee’s performance and behavior, good and bad



To help prevent and/or survive employment litigation



Historical reference
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THE POWER OF FIVE
Five tools to help manage people more effectively:

OMMUNICATION
LARITY
ONSISTENCY
HOICE

ONSEQUENCES
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BEST PRACTICES FOR HIRING, FIRING, AND
MANAGING EMPLOYEES

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT COUNSELING
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PERFORMANCE FEEDBACK GUIDELINES
PECIFIC:

Include objective facts, not just

conclusions
IMELY:

Address performance issues, both
good and bad, in a timely fashion

XPLAIN:

Explain your expectations to the
employee

MPATHY:

Don't paint the employee into a
corner

ISTEN:

Listen and consider legitimate
explanations for performance issues
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PREPARATION


Consider which 2 or 3 points are the most important to
communicate



Consider potential reactions, how you will respond



Determine which issues need special attention



Make sure you will be able to support your rating with
facts and specifics



Have a positive plan formulated, including corrective action to
enhance performance
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PERFORMANCE PROBLEM-SOLVING


Is it an ability problem does the employee have the
skills and knowledge?



Is it a clarity problem – is
employee clear on goals,
objectives or targets?



Is it an organizational help
problem - what resources
are needed?
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Is it an incentive problem do you know any underlying
causes which could impact
employee’s motivation?



Is it an evaluation problem is there a lack of day-to-day
feedback?



Is it an environmental
problem - is there a problem
with the employee’s work
environment, i.e., getting
along with co-workers?
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PERFORMANCE DISCUSSIONS


Conduct in a private location



Be prepared to discuss specific examples of job
accomplishments AND performance deficiencies



Discuss positives and ensure criticisms are constructive



How can management help the employee do his/her job
better?



Encourage discussion, agree on objectives, plan follow-up
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HYPOTHETICAL # 1
Salma used to be a stellar employee but over the last few years
her performance has steadily declined. Her behavior has also
changed and she has become extremely negative about
everyone and everything.
Her supervisor talks with Salma about the decline in her
performance. He also expresses his concerns about her
behavior and well-being, and asks Salma if she's depressed. He
tells her that he also struggles with depression, and helpfully
reminds Salma of the availability of the school's employee
assistance program.
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Did the supervisor make a mistake?
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HYPOTHETICAL # 2
Jack's work performance has been steadily declining over the
last year. Despite numerous warnings, there has been no
improvement. Jack's manager knows that the next step in the
company's disciplinary process would be a performance
improvement plan and a final warning. He also knows, though,
that Jack has been having a rough time lately and just lost his
home to foreclosure, so he decides to hold off for a while. A few
weeks later, Jack apologizes to his manager for his poor
performance, explaining that he's been depressed lately.
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Now what?
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BEST PRACTICES FOR HIRING, FIRING, AND
MANAGING EMPLOYEES

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT –
PREPARING EVALUATIONS
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WHY IS THE PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION PROCESS CRITICAL?


Avoids the appearance - let alone the reality - of favoritism
and discrimination



Provides management an opportunity to assess the range of
employee strengths and needs



Gives management objective criteria to use in evaluating and
training employees



Establishes a forum for documenting and discussing weak
AND strong performance
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WRITING THE EVALUATION


Evaluate the Performance, NOT the Person



Use objective facts, NOT subjective conclusions



Cite specific examples to support conclusions



Do not speculate



Do not psychoanalyze



Use language that makes sense to the employee



Provide suggestions and target milestones



Follow up with the employee



Ensure that not all of your evaluations are the same
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COMMON PITFALLS


Failure to train managers on how to properly write an
evaluation
 Undeserved favorable evaluations make it difficult, if not
impossible, to explain to a jury why an apparently “good”
employee was terminated



Rating employees higher than warranted to get them higher
percentage salary increases
 Do not over-inflate – be honest
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COMMON PITFALLS


Not supporting performance evaluations with objective data
and facts (as opposed to conclusions)



Giving pay increase for non-performing employees



Being “soft” in the evaluation process by failing to address
performance issues under the guise that you do not want to
demoralize the employee
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COMMON PITFALLS


The “Halo” Effect – letting your positive rating in one area
influence you in other areas



The “Horn” Effect – letting your negative rating in one area
affect other areas



Letting length of service affect the performance aspect of the
evaluation



“Squirreling” complaints away for another day, rather than
addressing them immediately
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COMMON PITFALLS


Playing the doctor and making judgments about medical
conditions without medical documentation



Partially completing an evaluation



Failing to clearly state future expectations



Contradicting written review in meeting with employee



Including performance problems in the evaluation never
previously addressed with employee
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HYPOTHETICAL # 3
Olivia is a marginal employee. Her attendance has always been spotty.
Her supervisor has spoken to Olivia about her attendance on multiple
occasions, but there are no disciplinary documents in Olivia's file. The
supervisor also does not have any notes reflecting his verbal
conversations with Olivia.
Last week, Olivia was one hour late on a day when the supervisor had
a particularly important project. Olivia was aware that her supervisor
needed her there on time. Olivia's supervisor is irate and wants her
terminated immediately, or at least suspended.
Olivia's most recent performance evaluation (3 months ago) describes
her as a "good" employee. With respect to attendance, Olivia is rated
as "good". There are no other comments about Olivia's performance on
the evaluation and she received a 2% raise.
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What are the issues?
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BEST PRACTICES FOR HIRING, FIRING, AND
MANAGING EMPLOYEES

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT –
THE DISCIPLINARY PROCESS
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GENERAL POINTS TO CONSIDER


Create documentation while events are still fresh



Be specific and deal only with facts



Do not speculate, generalize, characterize, infer, prejudge or
use secondhand information



Provide clear descriptions of what action the employee
took/failed to take which is resulting in the documentation
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GENERAL POINTS TO CONSIDER


Use verbs, not adjectives:

 Tell what action took place (as opposed to adjectives
which describe what the employee is like)
 “Bad

attitude,” “troublemaker,” and similar terms
characterize specific behaviors that must be evaluated
to determine if discipline is justified
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Say enough about the situation so an outsider is able to judge
the significance of the individual’s actions
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PRACTICE TIPS


Avoid too much
documentation
 Stick to the facts
 Avoid conclusions that
may have legal
consequences
 Avoid speculation
regarding the reasons for
the performance issues
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“Catch up Documentation”
- reference earlier
undocumented oral warnings
or reprimands in a
subsequent document, e.g.,
“On three occasions this
summer, including at least
one time in August, I spoke to
you regarding...”
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THE DISCIPLINARY MEETING


State facts



Identify company standard or applicable policy



Describe violation and its effect



Describe any previous disciplinary action



Impose discipline



Make consequences for future violations clear



If written warning, have employee sign and give copy to
employee, and have witness present



If verbal warning, memorialize in writing for file, have
employee sign and give copy to employee, and have witness
present
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THE DISCIPLINARY MEETING


Maintain employee dignity



Always discipline in private



Stay in control



Maintain confidentiality
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IMPORTANCE OF CONSISTENCY


Critical in avoiding allegation of discrimination



Avoid actions such as informal discipline for “buddies/friends”



Enforce rules with all employees



Make decisions based on job requirements and performance



Make sure you are unbiased
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HYPOTHETICAL # 4
Mariah has been putting in long hours over the past month on an
important client project. The client is very pleased with the outcome.
Ivan, Mariah's supervisor, is quick to praise Mariah's performance in a
group meeting and he tells her that a similar project is coming her way
and he's counting on her to do another outstanding job.
Mariah, stressed and exhausted, yells that there's no way she's going
to do "another f*ing project" and storms out of the meeting.
Ivan doesn't want to fire Mariah because she is a valued employee.
However, Ivan is aware that Raul, another employee, was fired several
months ago for insubordination, although the incident with Raul
occurred in private and did not involve profanity.


Can Ivan discipline rather than terminate Mariah?



Should he?
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BEST PRACTICES FOR HIRING, FIRING, AND
MANAGING EMPLOYEES

THE EFFECTIVE SEPARATION PROCESS
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TERMINATION CONSIDERATIONS

ARE BENEFITS
ABOUT TO VEST?

DOES
PROTECTED
STATUS
ARGUABLY
HAVE
ANYTHING TO
DO WITH THE
DECISION?
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EMPLOYMENT-AT-WILL
OR
EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT?

WAS
EMPLOYEE PUT ON
NOTICE AND ADVISED
HOW TO IMPROVE AND
BY WHEN?
HAVE YOU
CONSULTED HR &
LEGAL?

IS THE
ARTICULATED REASON
THE REAL REASON?

DO YOU WANT A RELEASE?

DO EVALUATIONS
AND

DOCUMENTATION
SUPPORT THE
DECISION?
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QUESTIONS TO ASK PRIOR TO SEPARATION


Did the employer investigate all facts pertinent to the employee in a
fair and objective manner?



Was the employee aware of performance or policy and procedure
expectations?



Was the employee forewarned of possible consequences for
repeated violations?



Is the employer sure the termination will not be a surprise to the
employee?



Was the employee given an opportunity to respond or explain any
allegations of misconduct or poor performance against him/her?



Has the employee had a fair and reasonable opportunity to
improve?
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QUESTIONS TO ASK PRIOR TO SEPARATION


Is there adequate documentation to show “notice" and
“fairness?”



Has the company treated employees in similar situations and
in the same job category in a consistent fashion?



Has the company done or said anything to give the employee
any reason to claim discrimination or unfair treatment?



Is there any type of employment contract signed with the
employee?



Has there been any kind of implied contract with the
employee? Has anyone promised the employee he/she would
terminated only for “just cause” or for certain reasons?
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QUESTIONS TO ASK PRIOR TO SEPARATION


Are there any inconsistencies in the employee’s personnel
file?



Has a protected status and retaliation analysis been
conducted?



Has the employee been involved in union activities?



Are the employee’s benefits about to vest?



Has the employee recently filed for workers’ compensation
benefits, leave under the FMLA or accused the employer of
some wrongdoing, either within the company or externally
(e.g., filing a wage claim, charge of discrimination, or
complaint with OSHA or another government agency)?
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THE TERMINATION MEETING


Preparation
 Review personnel file
 Prepare script
 Determine last day of work, final paycheck, and other details



Plan the day, date and time

 Avoid employee’s birthday, the date of a company event
 Schedule meeting to minimize/eliminate contact with co-workers
before employee leaves the premises


Setting

 Private
 Witness
 Will security need to be present?
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THE TERMINATION MEETING – PRACTICE TIPS


Keep meeting as short as possible



Be direct



Do not apologize



Do not argue or justify but allow employee to talk or “vent”



Preserve the employee’s dignity



Tell employee he/she is being discharged and the real reason
for discharge
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THE TERMINATION MEETING – PRACTICE TIPS


Maintain confidentiality



Arrange for return of company property



Consider pros/cons of accompanying/not accompanying the
employee out of the workplace



Limit information given to co-workers regarding employee’s
termination
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TERMINATION PRACTICE TIPS


Consistency in giving reason for termination:

 To employee
 In personnel file
 In response to unemployment request

 To agency in response to charge of discrimination
 No off-the-record comments
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THE REALITY


The process of discipline and separation requires difficult
decisions



Employees should have a chance to improve or make
amends



Discipline and separation involve people’s lives and
livelihoods



Juries will judge based on fairness, not “at-will” status
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HYPOTHETICAL # 5
Ed applied for employment as a mechanic for a small local rigging company. He was
told during the interview process that he would need to obtain his DOT medical card. A
few weeks later, management asked Ed about the status of his medical card and Ed
advised that the doctors were still gathering medical information because he had
suffered a stroke several years earlier.
Shortly after this conversation, Ed threatened in a loud and belligerent voice in the
lunch room that if he were fired for not getting his medical card he would complain to
OSHA about alleged safety violations – which he had not previously mentioned to
anyone - and he would "make the company pay."
Some of Ed's co-workers complained to management about Ed's grumbling,
increasing anger about the medical card issue, and his threats against the Company.
The Company is concerned about Ed's behavior and feels that his threats against the
Company are inappropriate and offensive, particularly for a probationary employee
less than 2 weeks on the job.
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Can the Company terminate Ed's employment?
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HYPOTHETICAL # 6
Lily is 53. Her performance is substandard. Her manager Kristen
complains that Lily's work output is significantly below department
standards, she is resistant to change and frequently challenges
Kristen's instructions, and she has a habit of calling in sick on
Mondays. As the year-end annual evaluation time approaches, Lily ups
her game. Kristen wonders if perhaps she has been too demanding
and she gives Lily an overall performance assessment of "meets
expectations". By mid-February, though, Lily's performance has sunk to
her previous unacceptable level. Frustrated, Kristen asks HR for
approval to terminate Lily.
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Should HR approve the termination?
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HYPOTHETICAL # 7
Julio is the most recently hired of 5 HR generalists at the Company. He
is 2 weeks into a planned 2-month FMLA leave. The Company needs to
reduce its workforce due to a sudden and significant downturn in
profits, and has decided to terminate 2 of the 5 HR generalists, on the
basis of length of employment.
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Should the Company terminate Julio's employment?
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BEST PRACTICES FOR HIRING, FIRING, AND
MANAGING EMPLOYEES

PREVENTING LITIGATION
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WHY EMPLOYEES SUE - AND WIN


Disrespect at time of termination



Giving no reason or false reason for termination



Firing for poor performance when performance reviews were
good and no other documentation of poor performance



Bad timing of termination (soon after complaint or leave)



Can’t find other work



Nickel and diming on pay issues at termination
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PREVENTING LITIGATION:
IN PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
A “No” Answer May Indicate Risk Of Legal Liability


Was the issue addressed in a timely manner (i.e. within a couple of days of
when the counseling manager learned of the issue)?



Is there supporting documentation?



Does the supporting documentation identify the relevant time, place, all
employees involved and a full description of the incident prompting the need for
documentation?



Is the supporting documentation based on fact/observation, rather than
subjective conclusions, assumptions, feelings or opinions?



Were specific examples of problematic performance communicated to the
employee? Documented?



Were specific attainable expectations for improvement communicated to
employee? Documented?



Were specific instructions or next steps for meeting performance expectations
communicated to the employee? Documented?
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PREVENTING LITIGATION:
IN PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
A “No” Answer May Indicate Risk Of Legal Liability


Were the consequences of failing to meet expectations communicated
to employee? Documented?



Did the counseling manager focus on behavior or performance, rather
than the person? Does the documentation address what the employee
did or did not do?



Did the manager give the employee an opportunity to explain or
disagree?



Did the counseling manger focus on the future, engage the employee in
problem solving and consider alternative ideas for resolving the
performance issue where appropriate?



Did the counseling manager respond to employee frustration or
disagreement with respect and empathy?
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PREVENTING LITIGATION:
IN PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
A “No” Answer May Indicate Risk Of Legal Liability


If other employees have violated the same policy, did they receive the
same or similar corrective action as this employee?



Did the employee know or should he/she have known what policy or
practice was violated by his/her conduct? If not, was the policy or
practice clearly explained to the employee?



Have written records been established concerning the improper actions
of other employees?



Did the counseling manager consider the seriousness of the proven
misconduct; the employee’s past record; and his or her length of
service in deciding upon the proper corrective action?



Did the counseling manager follow up with the employee to evaluate
improvement, progress towards meeting expectations? Were follow-up
efforts and counseling documented?
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IN CONCLUSION


Positive Preventive Relations are Key



Fairness and Respect are Critical
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Work Together to Succeed
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ABOUT JOSHUA SCOTT


Practice covers all aspects of employment litigation, including state and federal
claims and matters before administrative agencies such as the New Hampshire
Commission for Human Rights, the New Hampshire Department of Labor, the
Maine Human Rights Commission and the Equal Opportunity Commission



Has handled cases involving claims of race, age, disability, sexual orientation and
sex discrimination, as well as sexual harassment, retaliatory discharge, noncompete/restrictive covenant issues and medical leaves.



Admitted to practice in the State of New Hampshire, the U.S. District Court for the
District of New Hampshire, the State of Maine and the U.S. District Court for the
District of Maine.



Member of the American Bar Association, the New Hampshire Bar Association and
the Maine Bar Association.
Listed as a Rising Star in 2015 and 2016 New England Super Lawyers.
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ABOUT THE FIRM
Named the 2017 Employment Law – Management Law Firm
of the Year and ranked in the First Tier nationally in the category of Labor
and Employment Litigation, as well as in both Employment Law and Labor Law
on behalf of Management, in the U.S. News - Best Lawyers® “Best Law Firms”

Recommended in U.S. Legal 500 for Labor and Employment Litigation, LaborManagement Relations and Workplace and Employment Counseling

Designated as a Powerhouse in both Complex and Routine Litigation in the
BTI Litigation Outlook 2016: Changes, Trends and Opportunities for Law Firms
65 Jackson Lewis attorneys were named Leaders in Their Field by Chambers
USA for 2016; 146 Jackson Lewis attorneys were selected for inclusion in the
2017 edition of Best Lawyers in America
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PRACTICE AREAS
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INDUSTRIES REPRESENTED

JACKSON LEWIS REPRESENTS A WIDE RANGE OF COMPANIES IN VARIOUS INDUSTRIES, INCLUDING:
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THANK YOU
With 800 attorneys
practicing in major locations
throughout the U.S. and
Puerto Rico, Jackson Lewis
provides the resources to
address every aspect of the
employer/employee
relationship.
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